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7-10-2020
Dear St. Joseph Parents and Students,
On behalf of our Pastor, faculty, and staff of St. Joseph School we would like to thank you for choosing to
attend our school and for also trusting us with your children. During these times of uncertainty, we want to
provide you with peace of mind and reassurance that your child will receive a high-quality Catholic
education while remaining safe throughout the day. Each child will have the ability to practice their faith and
receive instruction specific to each individual child’s needs so that they can reach their maximum potential.
St. Joseph School will adapt to the mandates issued by the Department of Catholic Health (CDPH) and the
Archdiocese but will remain committed to developing the whole child through Faith, Family, and
Excellence.
This document contains clear and explicit protocols, health and safety guidelines, and daily procedures on
how we will maintain our campus safe for in-person instruction. This will require the patience, cooperation,
and efforts of our entire school community including yourself and your family. This will be a process that
we will persevere through together. As stay-at-home orders are modified, it is essential that all possible steps
be taken to ensure the safety of all members of our school community. Key prevention practices include:
• physical distancing to the maximum extent possible
• teaching and maintaining social distancing
• use of face coverings by staff members, students, volunteers, and visitors
• entrance protocols, health checks, frequent handwashing and regular cleaning and disinfection
• training staff members, volunteers, and students on these and other elements of the COVID-19
prevention plan
In addition, it will be critical to have in place appropriate processes to identify new cases of illness and, when
they are identified, to intervene quickly and work with public health authorities to halt the spread of the
virus. We want to reinforce the fact that we are taking all safety precautions, enforcing good hygiene, and
have updated our cleaning services, while also following the advice of the Center of Disease Control (CDC),
the California Department of Public Health (CDPH), our local official's, Archbishop Gomez, and the
Department of Catholic schools. As one united community, St. Joseph School will operate through our faith
and for our children.
Lord, may you bless the world, give health to our bodies and comfort our hearts. You ask us not to be
afraid. Yet our faith is weak and we are fearful. But you, Lord, will not leave us at the mercy of the storm.
Tell us again: “Do not be afraid” (Mt 28:5). And we, together with Peter, “cast all our anxieties onto you,
for you care about us” (1 Pet 5:7).
-Pope Francis Strong in the Face of Tribulation: A Sure Support in Time of Trial
The faculty and staff of St. Joseph School is committed to our loyal and dear families. We will remain
vigilant over our children and one another as we continue to persevere through adversity. Ingenuity will
steer us through this time of uncertainty and social change. However, it will be implemented with prudence
and the preservation of our Catholic identity, and the “Royals” tradition of 70 years of Faith, Family, and
Excellence. In addition to the guidelines set by the CDPH and the guidance of our local government officials
the following document will outline the daily protocols that will be used at St. Joseph School La Puente.
May God Bless You and Keep You All,
Mr. Hayes, M.Ed & M.CSA (Catholic School Administration)
Principal
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St. Joseph’s Catholic School
MISSION, VISON,
AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES

MISSION
RETURN
FAMILY

FAITH

EXCELLENCE

Guiding Principles

VALUES FOR RETURN

Strong
Catholic Identity

Respect

Healthy & Safe
Facilities

Collaboration

Communication
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Our Children are our Purpose

Strong Catholic Identity

21st Century Curriculum

Healthy & Safe Facilities

Loving & Supportive Staff

Logistical Planning

We will continue serve all of our families so that they can continue to work &
make all decisions in the best interest & safety of each child.
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What to Expect When Return
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FLEXIBILITY
In the event there is a resurgence of COVID-19 or
any communicable diseases schools may be required
by California Department of Public Health to
modify school schedules. We have prepared a
continuum of options as a contingency plan to
various possibilities.

June 2020
July 2020

August 3, 2020
August 10, 2020

August 17, 2020

•

Faculty Collaboration
Acquire all textbooks, technology, digital
licenses, necessary cleaning supplies &
materials
Continue Communication & Collaboration with
ADLA, CDPH, Parish, and Parents
Faculty & Staff Return to Campus
St. Joseph Feast Day Celebration & Ribbon
Cutting
Supplies Drop Off
Front Office Opens for the School Year

1st Day of School
1sTrimester Begins
STAR Testing Window #1 Opens
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Healthy & Safe Facilities
St. Joseph School has been extremely blessed by Shea Catholic Charities. The school
received a complete remodel with auspicious timing. The bathrooms have been remodeled
to meet the latest safety guidelines. All drinking fountains are brand new, filtered, & also
serve as a bottle filling station. Students are encouraged to bring their own refillable water
bottle so that they can use the new water fountains effectively.
The classrooms have been completely remodeled with the emphasis on safety &
instruction. New operable windows, shades, ceiling fans, AC fixtures, and doors have been
installed to improve ventilation. Customized cubbies & new student desks will safeguard
students’ materials & keep them separated.
As a whole, our school has intensified cleaning, disinfection, & ventilation. The faculty &
staff will clean and disinfect frequently touched surfaces within the school throughout the
school day as well as shared objects between uses. Signs will be posted in the classrooms
and throughout the campus on how to stop the spread of COVID-19, proper handwashing,
the promotion of everyday protective measures, & how to properly wear a face covering.
In order to ensure proper hygiene, we will require that students and
staff wash their hands. High use areas and items will be wiped down at
regular intervals. Students and staff will be trained and reminded on a
frequent basis on proper hygiene, cleaning, physical distancing
protocols, etc.
There will be a regular schedule for the use of restrooms at designated
times, including limiting the number of students that enter the
restrooms. The use of schedule will also limit the mixing of different
student cohorts.
Students and staff will be given frequent opportunities to wash their
hands for 20 seconds with soap, rubbing thoroughly after application
and using paper towels to dry hands thoroughly.
All hand dryers have been removed from all
school restrooms. Frequently scheduled
mandatory handwashing breaks or
opportunities (especially for younger
students) will occur at minimum:
• before and after eating
• after using the restroom
• after outdoor play
• before and after any group activity
The staff has been instructed to model and monitor frequent and proper
handwashing, especially in lower grades where bathroom time is an
opportunity to reinforce healthy habits.
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School Cleaning
Prior to reopening campus daily, the entire school
will be completely cleaned and disinfected

Part of returning to in-person instruction will be:
• Purchasing a sufficient number of no-touch thermal scan
thermometers for symptom screenings
• having adequate supplies to support healthy hygiene behaviors and
a plan for an ongoing supply of protective equipment
• Keep sufficient protective equipment stock on hand to compliance
with CDPH guidance for students and staff appropriate for each
classification or duty, as well as relevant Cal/OSHA
requirements including
o Soap, Disinfectant, & cleaning supplies
o hand sanitizer with at least 60 percent alcohol (for staff
and older children who can safely use hand sanitizer)
o Single use paper towels & tissues
o Gloves
o no-touch trash cans
o Cloth Face Masks, Face Shields for teachers & Young
Students
• For front office, food service employees & employees engaging in
symptom screening, the school will provide masks, face shields,
and disposable gloves.
• Religious Education programs will operate at the discretion of the
pastor. In-person instruction and use of classroom space
protocols outlined in this document apply to Religious Education
classes as well.
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Daily School Arrival
To ensure the safety of all students, faculty, and their
families proper screening and monitoring of all individuals is
necessary. It is also imperative that our school remains
compliant with the CDC and the CDPH guidelines for schools.
This includes the development, implementation, and
documentation of procedures to check for signs and symptoms
of students and employees daily. Daily health checks (e.g.
temperature screening and/or symptoms checking) of staff
and students will be conducted daily, safely, and with the
utmost respect.
The mandatory screening of students and employees upon
arrival will be for symptoms and history of exposure. The data
that is collected will be confidential and only shared with
public health and archdiocesan officials. For these reasons
St. Joseph School requests anyone who is sick to stay home. In
the event, a person diagnosed with COVID-19 is determined to
have been in the building and poses a risk to the community, the
school may consider closing for a short time (1-2 days or
weeks) for cleaning and disinfection.

Home Health Screening
•
•
•
•

Parents are strongly advised to monitor for
symptoms at home
Please keep children who are sick at home until
they are fever and vomit free (without
medication) for 24 hours
Daily health checks will be performed on-site
consisting of touchless temperature check and
health screening
Students will be monitored for signs of illness
throughout the day
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School Health Checks
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Everyone must have their temperature
checked via no-touch thermal scan
thermometers. If a student, parent or teacher
has a fever of 100.4 or higher, will not be
allowed to enter the school.
Before entering campus, all students (or
guardians on behalf of students) must
respond to a brief health screening
If a student (or guardian on behalf of the
student) responds “yes” to any of the
screening questions, he/she must not enter
the school building
Screening will include questions concerning
cough, shortness of breath, fever, and any
other abnormal symptoms the student may be
experiencing
Please, refer to Appendix A to see the list of
screening questions. The collection of this
data will be used to communicate and monitor
developments with local authorities,
employees, and families regarding cases,
exposures, and updates to policies and
procedures.
This will prepare the school to consult with
the local health authorities if there are
indeed cases in the facility or an increase in
cases in the local area.
All data collected is confidential.
Confidentiality will be maintained and will be
in accordance with applicable privacy laws
or regulations.

We strongly recommend that you use the same questionnaire
to conduct your own home health check before leaving for
school. These questions will be laminated and posted on all
entrances for daily use.
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Health Checks Throughout the Day
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Everyone must have their temperature
checked via no-touch thermal scan
thermometers. If a student, parent or
teacher has a fever, he/she must not enter
the school building.
Before entering campus, all students (or
guardians on behalf of students) must
respond to a brief health screening
If a student (or guardian on behalf of the
student) responds “yes” to any of the
screening questions, he/she must not enter
the school building
Screening will include questions concerning
cough, shortness of breath, fever, and any
other abnormal symptoms the student may be
experiencing
Please, refer to Appendix A to see the list of
screening questions. The collection of this
data will be used to communicate and
monitor developments with local authorities,
employees, and families regarding cases,
exposures, and updates to policies and
procedures.
This will prepare the school to consult with
the local health authorities if there are
indeed cases in the facility or an increase in
cases in the local area.
All data collected is confidential.
Confidentiality will be maintained and will
be in accordance with applicable privacy
laws or regulations.

THERE WILL BE MONITORING OF FACULTY, STAFF, AND
STUDENTS THROUGHOUT THE DAY FOR SIGNS OF ILLNESS.
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IN THE EVENT OF

•

•

•

•
•
•

Students, faculty, and staff with a fever of
100.4 degrees or higher, who show coughing,
fatigue or shortness of breath, or who display
other COVID-19 symptoms will be isolated and
sent home immediately.
Any students, faculty, or staff exhibiting
symptoms will immediately be required to wear
a face covering and be required to wait in an
isolation area until they can be transported
home or to a healthcare facility, as soon as
practicable.
In the event that an individual develops a fever
or flu or cold-like symptoms during the school
day the PE office will be provided to as an
isolation room.
Parents will be contacted immediately to pick
up their child(ren).
If a student has to self-quarantine they will be
allowed to zoom into class for attendance
school attendance will be accommodating to
individual student’s needs & circumstances
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Students Returning Back to School After a Positive Test
•

•

After a positive diagnosis is made, students should expect to be in
isolation for at least 10 days after the test, and potentially longer if
they continue to remain symptomatic.
o Here is what I have:
o 10 days isolation
o 14 days of quarantine
o No symptoms
o No fever 24 hrs
o No medicine in 24hrs
o A note from a Doctor
o St. Joseph School reserves the right to be more restrictive
Students should not return to school until they have been cleared by
school administration who will work directly with families when they are
cleared by the Public Health and ready to return to school.

FACULTY AND STAFF ARRIVAL
•
•
•
•
•
•

All classroom teachers, personnel, and admin
must report to campus by 7:00 A.M.
They will report to a designated area where
they will be screened, have their temperature.
Any individuals that exhibit fever or flu-like
symptoms will not be allowed to enter.
By 7:10 A.M. all cleared personnel will be
assigned to a specific entrance on the campus
where they will conduct health screenings
Our School has adopted the cal-osha CPP
model to effectively enforce covid-19 safety
protocols
Social distance must be practiced during lunch
breaks. If a teacher leaves campus they will be
have to pass a health screen before returning
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STUDENT AND PARENT ARRIVAL
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

To help parents efficiently drop off their
children in a safe and timely matter our
morning carpool will continue to take place
in the school blacktop on Temple Ave.
Morning carpool will be available from
7:10 A.M. to 7:55 A.M.
Only the individuals that are entering the
campus will be screened as they exit their
vehicle.
Students cannot just be dropped off.
Depending on the age of a student, parents
may be asked the screening questions.
Parents will have the option of parking in
the La Puente Park parking lot or at the
parish parking lot.

No one will be allowed to park in the faculty
or rectory parking lot.
The front office and the hall are not an
entry point before 7:45 A.M. (Expect on Rainy
Days) The front office will only be open to
receive phone calls and help parents.
If you are waiting to be screened for entry
we ask that you please maintain a safe
distance and do not comingle with others.
All gates will be locked when the 7:45 A.M.
bell rings.

The following gates will be designated as admissible
entry points on to campus. (Diagram 1)
•
•
•
•

Entrance 1: Temple Ave. Carpool Gate
Entrance 2: Side Kitchen Gate (New)
Entrance 3: La Puente Park Parking Gate (New)
Entrance 4: La Puente Park Gate (3rd Grade Gate)

RAINY DAYS
Only covered entrances will be utilized on rainy days including the hall, front
office, & La Puente Park Gate (Entrance 4)
• Students will report directly to their classroom after their health screening
• Dropoff will be from 7:00 a.m. to 8:20 a.m. on rainy days
• Students that arrive after 8:20 a.m. will be marked tardy
•
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DIAGRAM 1. ST. JOSEPH SCHOOL ENTRY GATE MAP
•
•
•

•

The school day will officially begin at 8:00 A.M.
No one will be allowed on campus without being screened and
cleared; including parents.
If employees, students, or parents come to the campus after the
school has started then they must park their car and report to the
front office where they will be screened and have their
temperature checked.
Students should come to school in the appropriate uniform dress
for that day (Mass, PE, etc.) and have all necessary materials. This
includes face masks and shields.
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Visiting the Office
Measures are in place to limit risk of infection due to visits by
individuals other than staff and students. Anyone Entering
the school is required to wear a cloth face covering.

Visitors are by appointment only. Visitors are instructed to
come to their appointments alone. If a visitor must be
accompanied by another person (e.g., for translation
assistance, or because the visitor is a minor, or has minor
students) their information is captured in the visitor log.

Visitors to the school other than
parents of enrolled students are
limited to those who are essential for
the school’s operation.
• Parents of enrolled students are
encouraged to conduct business with
school personnel remotely when
possible. Resources such as Zoom,
Venmo, phone appointments, or email
can be used to conduct school
business with parents.
• Visitors arriving at the school with
non-enrolled children (e.g. younger
siblings of students) must ensure that
these children stay next to an adult,
avoid touching any other person or
any item that does not belong to them,
and are masked if 2 or older and not
at risk due to a respiratory condition.
• Movement of visitors within the
school is limited to designated areas
such as the reception or lobby area,
offices, conference or meeting rooms,
and public rest rooms to the extent
feasible. Visitors are instructed that
they must wear cloth face coverings
at all times while in the school.
•
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STUDENT FACE COVERINGS
The CDPH guidance on face coverings for students uses
flexible language and states that, Students in all grade

levels TK-12 are required to wear face coverings at all
times, while at school, unless exempted.
A cloth face covering or face shield should be removed for
meals, snacks, naptime, or when it needs to be replaced. When
a cloth face covering is temporarily removed, it should be
placed in a clean, safe area, clearly marked with the student’s
name and date, until it needs to be put on again.
• We anticipate that for some students,
wearing a mask consistently will be an
issue of practicality but will ask them
to keep them on throughout the day.
• The school will provide masks for
students
• FACE COVERINGS SHOULD BE WASHED
REGULARLY WASHED AND KEPT CLEANED

• Students with asthma or other health
challenges may not be able to wear a
face covering.
• Face shields with drapery are also
appropriate alternatives if a mask
cannot be worn.
Our uniform company will offer face masks that match our
current uniform however it is not mandatory to use those
specific masks. The requirement for masks is that they are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

safe for your child
fit properly around the nose and mouth
do not present any choking hazards
do not have any graphic art, print, or logos
Preferably you will have your child’s name embroidered or written
(with sharpie) on the mask so that we can clearly identify each child
Meet PPE standards and regulations
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ADULT FACE COVERINGS

The CDPH guidelines use more specific language for
the faculty and staff stating that, “All staff should
use cloth face coverings.
Teachers can use face shields with drapery, which
enables younger students to see their teachers’ faces
and to avoid potential barriers to phonological
instruction.”
Thus, staff are required to wear face coverings.

All visitors, volunteers, and all other adults must
wear face coverings on campus at all times.
•
•
•

Staff and students who are alone in closed offices, walled cubicles or
other private, enclosed spaces are not required to wear cloth face
coverings.
Students may also remove cloth face coverings when eating or napping or
when wearing a cloth face covering is otherwise impracticable (e.g., while
showering, etc.).
The school may consider whether it is appropriate for a teacher in the
early grades to use a plastic face shield with a tucked-in drape below the
chin as a substitute for a cloth face covering to enable the youngest
students to see their teacher’s face and avoid potential barriers to
phonological instruction.
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Starting Each School Day
After individuals are screened and cleared to enter the
campus they will be allowed to enter the school's courtyard
or visit the front office. Social distancing through increased
spacing, small groups, and limited mixing between groups will
be strictly enforced.
Faculty and staff will be present for supervision. No play or
sporting equipment will be allowed. The 7:45 A.M. bell will
signal to everyone that they should line up for morning
announcements and for the faculty and staff to lock their
assigned entry gates. We will have our traditional morning
offering, prayer, and flag salute as a school. The children
will line up as illustrated in Diagram 2:
Office
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Morning Offering
• When the bell rings all students will
line up in in slightly staggered or
checkered lines.
• Students will be approximately six
feet apart or more from other grades
• Students that arrive after morning
announcements have started will fall
into line.
• Parents are permitted to participate in
our morning offering as long as they
have been screened, cleared, and are
also practicing social distancing
guidelines; which includes wearing a
mask.
• We ask that everyone refrain from
mingling with others.
• Concluding morning offering each
class must take their specific route.
• we ask parents to please stand behind
the children during morning offering
and exit immediately afterwards
through the Glendora gate.
• If you are visiting the front office we
ask that you please wait until all the
children are in their classrooms
before walking down the corridor.
At this time, outdoor assemblies and large gatherings of any
type are not allowed. However, children will still have to line
up in the same fashion.
The current plan is:
•
•
•

the Transitional Kindergarten Teacher and Kindergarten Teacher
will be inside their classroom to receive their students at 7:10 a.m.
The Principal and other staff will supervise the students as they
enter the courtyard area.
Students will be asked to remain in their designated area before
school starts.
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ENTERING THE CLASSROOM
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

each class will have a specific route to
their classroom.
At this time, we ask parents to not follow
their children into the classroom. Only
faculty and staff will be permitted into
the classroom.
As students enter the classroom their
teacher will stand at the doorway and
issue hand sanitizer to each student as
they walk in
Every child’s belongings will be separated
from others and clearly labeled.
Each student has been issued a brand-new
hand-crafted cubby in their homeroom
where they can place their backpack,
lunch pail, books, Chromebooks, and
educational materials or supplies.
Specific items may be taken home each day.
Students will be asked to wipe down their
assigned areas and materials they bring
from home.

Limited Sharing
Each student will have individually labeled plastic pencil cases
and cubbies.
Students will be provided with adequate supplies to minimize
sharing of high-touch materials to the extent practicable or the
teacher will limit the use of supplies and equipment to one group of
children at a time and clean and disinfect between uses.
Electronic devices, books, and other learning aids may be shared
but must be wiped down after each use. Students will also be given
hand sanitizer before and after each use.
Whenever possible, and age appropriate teachers will attempt to
be “paperless” and ask students to submit assignments and work
digitally.
Students are encouraged to bring their own refillable water
bottle with their name on it but are not allowed to share water
bottles, cups, straws or food.
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Instruction
Saint Joseph School is a Catholic, student-centered learning community that provides a
safe 21st century learning environment that includes opportunities for all members of the
school community to practice their Catholic faith daily. The curriculum will continue to
encompass:
• faith formation
• 1 to 1 Chromebook program (Grades 3 through 8) in blended learning environments
with small group instruction
• Differentiation
• Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS) skills and strategies, Universal Screening
(STAR & Freckle), Tier I, and II instructional time
• project-based learning
• fine arts, athletics, folklorico, clubs, & other socialization opportunities (as permitted)

This balanced curriculum enables St. Joseph School to develop the whole
person in each child – spiritually, intellectually, psychologically,
socially, physically, and athletically. The instruction provided will be in
alignment with:
• School Wide Curriculum Expectations
• WASC/WCEA Goals
• School Wide Goal and Focus for the current school year

The purpose of instruction is to help students reach their maximum
potential and learn skills that they can apply to their daily lives.
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Methodology

Regular classroom, in-person instruction will resume as we always
have had. The faculty and staff will ensure that instructional
experiences include the same methodology of modeling:
ADLA Methodology:

•

This requires strategic use of
synchronous (real time) &
asynchronous (digital) lessons with
student specific differentiation in a
blended classroom environment.

•

Our current situation is a great
opportunity for our faculty to
continue applying the Multi-Tiered
Systems of Support (MTSS) skills and
strategies that they have always
applied.

I: Guided instruction/Modeling
WE: Collaborative Modeling
TWO: Collaborative Practice
YOU: Independent Practice

To begin the 2020-21 school year the faculty and staff will attempt to pinpoint where each student is on their
educational path. The faculty and staff have been vertical planning for each student since the Spring of 2020.
Formative assessment data, end of the year student portfolios, & teacher feedback will be used to plan
instruction, student grouping, small group instruction, differentiation, daily classroom norms, & procedures,
as well as the use of various digital platforms.
The school community will take on a growth Mind Set, to remain flexible, & work together to ensure that every
student meets their individual goals. The faculty and parents will work together to ensure that everyone
develops the knowledge, skills, & desire that are necessary so the disciplined habits are established.
Teachers will collaborate with one another and parents to coordinate assignments, deadlines, projects, logins,
& assessments to ensure a manageable workload. In-person instruction will be offered daily however if
distance learning becomes necessary all of the aforementioned items would be still be applicable. Varying the
way content is delivered to students (reading, lecture/mini lesson, videos, visual tools, modeling) and the way
students can demonstrate their understanding (writing, speaking, visual products, modeling/building) will help
students retain skills and information that they will be able to apply in their everyday learning.

Instructional Days & Attendance
•
•
•

The minimum instructional day
requirement is still important for the
2020-2021 Academic Year.
Per the ADLA Handbook, a school year
consists of no less than 180 days
We track student attendance, whether
students are on or off campus.
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Physical Distancing in the Classroom

The CDPH guidance on physical distancing states,
“Maximize space between seating and desks. Distance teacher and other
staff desks at least six feet away from student desks. Consider ways to
establish separation of students through other means if practicable,
such as, six feet between desks, partitions between desks, markings on
classroom floors to promote distancing or arranging desks in a way
that minimizes face-to-face contact”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Distancing between the teacher desk and students will be at least
six feet.
All teachers’ desks will be located in the back of the classroom &
face the front of the room.
Distancing between student desks will be six feet to the extent

possible.

If six feet is not possible, then the minimum distance will be no less
than four feet. Students may wear a mask in the classroom.
To minimize contact, desks will be arranged in a checkerboard
pattern and facing the front of the room.
Teachers will utilize the new operable windows, shades, ceiling fans,
& doors Increased ventilation
Each grade level will remain self-contained to the extent possible
Specialty teachers will travel to and from classrooms to teach
various cohorts or grade levels of students but students will remain
in the same room.
Social distancing in outdoor areas will be utilized along with face
shields to conduct Music & Choir classes.
Technology will be leveraged to maximize physical distance while
students & teachers are in the same classroom
Students in grades 3 through 8 will be in a 1 to 1 Chromebook
program and will be assigned a Chromebook.
o Parents are encouraged to purchase cases and keyboard
protectors for their child's Chromebook.
Transitional Kindergarten through 2nd Grade will have Chromebook
centers in their classroom.
Teachers will also be provided with the necessary technology to
project their screens on to the white board & will continue to use
digital platforms such as zoom to project on to student devices
Morning Announcements, The Angelus/Prayer, Student Council
activities, and other student activities will be broadcasted to the
classrooms.
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Social distancing rules will be observed in the classrooms. The ratio of students to the square
footage of each room, the age of the students, and grade level have been factored into how each
classroom will be layout. At the moment we will implement a half-circle, checkered layout with
staggered rows. This will allow the teacher to actively engage students during whole group
instruction (either physically or digitally) and also work in small groups. DIAGRAM 3
illustrates a Typical Classroom Layout in grades K through 8.
FRONT OF THE ROOM

BACK OF THE ROOM
DIAGRAM 4 displays the Transitional Kindergarten Layout
4'-0"
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1'-0"
8'-0"

3'-0"
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Recess, Lunch, & Physical Education
In order to be compliant with the guidelines from the CDPH all recess &
lunchtimes will be staggered so that students will not intermingle. With the
current amount of lunch tables, we can only seat approximately 50 children at
a time while adhering to social distancing mandates. At this time, we will observe
the following schedule:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Transitional Kindergarten will have
recess from 9:30a.m. to 9:45a.m. lunch
will be in their classroom at 11:30a.m. to
12:10p.m.
Kindergarten, 1st Grade, & 2nd Grade
will have recess from 9:45a.m. to
10:00a.m. lunch will be at 11:30a.m. to
12:10 p.m.
3rd, & 4th Grade will have recess from
10:00a.m. to 10:15a.m. lunch will be at
12:10a.m. to 12:50p.m.
5th Grade will have recess from
10:15a.m. to 10:30a.m. lunch will be at
12:10a.m. to 12:50p.m.
6th, 7th, & 8th Grade will have recess
from 10:15a.m. to 10:30a.m. lunch will be
at 12:50p.m. to 1:30p.m.
Alternative lunchtimes or having
students eat in their classrooms will be
considered on rainy days.
Hot lunch will be continued to be
offered.
Each child’s plate will be served
individually, to limit the use of shared
serving utensils and ensure the safety of
children with food allergies.

Students will be allowed to socialize during lunch & recess but at this time will not be allowed to play with any
sport equipment. TK & Kinder students can still take naps but will only be able to place their head on their
desk. Until we receive further guidance children will not be allowed to participate in team sports or share play
equipment. We will continue to utilize the park as permitted but will not use the playground.
Physical Education classes will be continued to be offered and students can come to school in their PE Uniform
on their assigned day. The purpose of Physical Education classes will be to help students develop an increased
lung capacity, achieve a healthy standing heart rate, and increase overall fitness so to improve their chances
of overcoming any aliments.
We are required to strictly adhere to the guidance from the California Interscholastic Federation (CIF).
Activity will resume in CIF PHASE I ONLY at this time. Any deviation above and beyond PHASE I activity, or
non-compliance of required modifications will come with restrictions including and up to an immediate
shutdown of activity. PHASE I activity in no way extends permission for competition play. The state has not
released guidance on the resumption of competitive athletic programs as of this time. Our Ballet Folklorico
will follow the CIF guidelines for dance/cheer, or the most applicable guidance so that our students can safely
participate. The school will update everyone as to when we can move to PHASE II.
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Dismissal & After School Care
A new dismissal format will be utilized to ensure everyone’s safety. Due to
social distancing guidelines we will no longer dismiss children from the lunch
area. Cars will no longer be permitted to drive into the campus for pick up.
We will leverage the new gates that lead to the park to have dismissal in the
park parking lot using a carpool line. Parents will also be to park & physically
pick up their children.
There will be no carpool line on rainy days. All children will have to be picked
from their classrooms or designated areas. Parents will have to be screened
before entering the school at specific entrances. Everyone will have to exit at
specifically marked gates.

Dismissal will be staggered. Students will be released to their parents
or guardians at La Puente park. Before the school exits out to the park
all students will placed in specific groups with assigned faculty
members. If the park is not available then students must be picked up
from their classroom.
To efficiently allow siblings to go home together & minimize the
interaction between parents & members of the school the older siblings
will report to the youngest sibling’s classroom & will be dismissed by
that teacher. For example, the Smith family has three children in grades
8, 6, & 4. The Eighth & sixth-grader will report to the fourth-grade
classroom & be dismissed by the fourth-grade homeroom teacher to their
parents.
This is will take place through the carpool line at the park. Parents are
not allowed to exit the vehicle or intermingle with others. Parents that
have an appointment after school in the front office must park and walk
to the front office gate to complete a health screening before they are
admitted to see any personnel. At this time, we will observe the
following dismissal schedule:
• TK & Kindergarten will be dismissed with their siblings at 2:45 P.M.
• 1st, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th Grade will be dismissed with their siblings at
2:50 P.M.
• 5th, 6th, 7th, & 8th Grade will be dismissed with their siblings at
2:55 P.M.
• students will be picked from their classrooms on rainy days
• Parents will have to be screened before entering campus through
designated entrances and exit in specific gates.
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Diagram 5: Dismissal & Pick Up
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Dismissal Schedule on Early Release days:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Friday’s are our early release days. Dismissal is now at noon
Students will not have a lunch time on early release days
TK & Kindergarten will be dismissed with their siblings at 11:45 A.M.
1st, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th Grade will be dismissed with their siblings at
11:50 A.M.
5th, 6th, 7th, & 8th Grade will be dismissed with their siblings at
11:55 A.M.
students will be picked from their classrooms on rainy days
Parents will have to be screened before entering campus through
designated entrances and exit in specific gates.
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After School Programs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children that are not picked up 15
minutes after the final bell will go to the
school after school program.
Parents will be called if their child is
not picked up
Any and all after-school program will
observe all the same procedures and
protocols that the school enforces.
The only exception will be dismissal.
Parents will have to pick-up their child
through a designated exit.
No one will be allowed to enter the
campus unnecessarily.
At this time, we will not have any after
school clubs, meetings or sports
programs

At the end of the day classrooms will be wiped down cleaned and left readily available and
prepared for Religious Ed classes and parish use. After religious education and parish meetings
have concluded on the campus the school would then have to be thoroughly cleaned nightly in
preparation for the next school day. This is a procedure that I would have to become routine
practice seven days a week for the remainder of the school year.
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Appendix A
St. Joseph School La Puente Health Check Screening
Date:

Grade

Students Name

Temperature

By checking
below, you are
stating that you
are familiar with
St. Joseph's
COVID-19
Exposure
Control Plan,
and you agree to
follow all
elements of the
plan.

Have you been
confirmed
positive for
COVID-19?

Are you currently
experiencing, or
recently
experienced, any
acute respiratory
illness symptoms;
such as fever,
cough, fatigue or
shortness of
breath?

Have you been in
close contact with
any persons who has
been confirmed
positive for COVID19? Or anyone who
has traveled and is
also exhibiting acute
respiratory illness
symptoms?

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No

🔲 Yes

🔲 No
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